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Things you’ll learn here:

-Different terms in Quality control

-Quality Control Test （ＱＣ Proficiency Test） Level 4

-Workers and people in the manufacturing world



Chapter 1

Quality Control is



What is Quality?

“Quality” = customer’s satisfaction

It depends on satisfaction after receiving the products or services 

that were given.

That is why the “voice of customer （reviews and opinions)” is needed 

to be asked

（ＶＯＣ： Ｖｏｉｃｅ Ｏｆ Ｃｕｓｔｏｍｅｒ）
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The after process (post-process) is the customer

We think of the consumers as the after process people. But instead of 

thinking that way, we must consider that the post-process people are 

also the “workers in the related departments within your company”.

In quality control, this is called “the post-process is the customer”

Target quality

After hearing the “Ｖｏｉｃｅ Ｏｆ

Ｃｕｓｔｏｍｅｒs” ,  our goals is to create and give products according to 

their target quality and desired services.

This is called…

“Target Quality ”

（ＱＣ： Ｑｕａｌｉｔｙ Ｃｏｎｔｒｏｌ）

We set the “target quality” and then practice the systematic activities 

to carry it out.

We should aim to give products and services that has less 

“variability”.



Chapter 2

The actions in quality control



Quality Control is…

In quality control, there is “improvement action” and “maintenance 

action”

Maintaining Action procedure

（ＰＤＣＡ cycle）

To improve efficiently, “turning the PDCA cycle” is necessary.

PDCA is a four-step management method. The right order is Plan, 

Do, Check, Act

Ｐｌａｎ ： Create a work plan

Ｄｏ ： Do as planned

Ｃｈｅｃｋ ： Check the results

Ａｃｔ ： Act according to the results
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Maintaining Action procedure

（SDCA cycle）

PDCA represents the improvement action while the SDCA cycle 

represents the maintaining action

If a manufacturing method or work method is established, the good 

method will be the “Standard”.

Work according to the standard then check the results and then act 

further necessary actions.

In this case, we replaced the “P” to “S”. It is called 

“turn the SDCA cycle”

PDCA and SDCA cycle

PDCA cycle is used for improvement action, while SDCA cycle is for 

maintenance action. These cycles are used repeatedly in quality 

control operations.



Quality in a Broad sense

QCD

QCD means Quality、Cost、Delivery

In quality control operation, it means “improve the quality” together 

with “reducing the cost” and “follow the delivery time”.

Overall Quality

QCD+PSME

PSME is added in QCD. “QCD＋PSME” is used for an overall 

quality process.

QCD+PSME is included in the so-called “management item”

Management Item

Letter Meaning Example

Q Quality Number of nonconforming products (NG)

C Cost
Cost loss amount, the difference between 

budget and actual

D Delivery Amount of production by month

P Productivity Number of production per worker and time

S Safety
Number of injured cases

Number of continuous uninjured days

M
Morale

Moral

Working days percent

E Ｅnvironment Energy conservation and disposal amount



Problem solving

（QC story）

If we are going to focus in the QCD＋PSME, we can see the problems 

in the workplace.

We can solve the problems using the QC story. QC story is a 

procedure that we can use to solve the problems in the quality control.

The relationship between QC and PDCA will be explained below…

QC story

① Choosing theme

② Setting grasp & goals

③ Creating activity plan

④ Factor Analysis

⑤ Do as planned

⑥ Check the results

⑦ Maintaining the standard

⑧ Other remaining problems



QC & PDCA

Problem solving procedure, QC story

① Choosing of a theme

② Setting grasp & goals

③ Creating activity plan

④ Factor analysis

⑤ Do as planned

⑥ Check the results

⑦Maintaining the standard

⑧ Other remaining problems

The three MU are the three types of deviations that shows inefficient 

allocation of resources. These are MUDA, MURA,MURI

(wastefulness, unevenness, overburden)

In a work progress, workers who have MURI is going to miss

something. If there’s MURA in a work, variability of products will

occur. MUDA leads to costing up and wastefulness in a company.

P（Plan）

D（Do）

C（Check）

A（Act）

TERM Three “MU”



QC Circle Action(operation)

The group of people in your company that strives for improvement is 

called “QC circle action”

That is all for quality control (beginners) Unit 1. Thank you!

TERM


